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November 2018

UNG The Gold I See
The Legacy of UNG’s
Dahlolnega Campus
Bonita Jacobs, Ph.D.
Illustrated by J’Nelle Short

ISBN: 978-1-940771-50-2
Hardback: $29.99

Will Tommy find the Gold?

8.5” x 11” | 46 pp | Full Color
Picture Book

While written for readers at Level 4, UNG The Gold I See engages readers of all ages, reflecting its multi-generational
main characters. Benjamin Brown, his daughter Jamie, and grandson Tommy each have a different goal during
Visitor’s Day at UNG’s Dahlonega Campus. The grandfather wants to recall the memories of his years in the Corps
of Cadets. The mother wants to remember her years in the nursing program. And the grandson wants to find UNG
Dahlonega’s legendary treasure: the gold hidden somewhere on campus. He has Nigel the Nighthawk and a treasure
map to guide him; his grandfather and mother have the memories. What do you have?
UNG The Gold I See is the first in a series about the five UNG campuses: Dahlonega, Gainesville, Cumming, Oconee,
and Blue Ridge. The book about Gainesville campus is already in development and will release in 2019.

BONITA JACOBS is president of the University of North Georgia. She took office as the 17th president of North
Georgia College & State University in July 2011 as the University’s first woman president and only the second to
lead one of the country’s six Senior Military Colleges. In 2014, Jacobs was named as one of the “100 Most Influential
Georgians” by Georgia Trend magazine and as one of the “Top Education Leaders in Atlanta” by the Atlanta Business
Chronicle in 2013 and 2014. Among her many initiatives at UNG, Dr. Jacobs’ scholarship support for students has
been a major priority. Her inauguration in 2013 was celebrated with the first Scholarship Gala. Since then, the UNG
Foundation has raised more than $7 million for scholarships. All profits from the sales of UNG The Gold I See will
go to creating scholarships for UNG students across all five campuses.
J’NELLE SHORT grew up in East Texas and attended Stephen F. Austin University where she earned her BFA.
Upon graduating, she worked as a graphic artist for six years before finding her calling in education. She has been
cultivating the creativity of her students for 33 years through her art classes and has been named “Teacher of the
Year” six times. Short is a vibrant force in her community, serving as coordinator of the annual Veterans Day
Celebration, Operation Fly-a-Flag, and Garden Club. Her art passions are many but include watercolor, graphic
design, and large-scale murals. She loves life and enjoys decorating, traveling, and scuba diving.
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Give ‘Way to the Right

Serving with the A.E.F. in France
During the World War
Chris Emmett
Edited by David Scott Stieghan

ISBN: 978-1-940771-44-1
Paperback: $24.95
6 x 9 | 318 pp
Military Memoir

Give ’Way to the Right is the true account of Chris Emmett’s experience in World War I. Emmett joined the war
effort in 1917 and was part of the American Expeditionary Forces (A. E. F.) on the Western Front, where he served
in France with L Company. Written following Emmett’s discharge from the army, Give ’Way to the Right was not
originally intended for public audiences. The result is an honest record of what Emmett saw in the war: men not
given proper medical attention when needed, officers promoted without merit, and trenches that did little to protect
the soldiers in them. Emmett’s account shows the truth of warfare to later generations that knew nothing of war. It
is a memorial to the friends he lost, and a reminder of what lays on a battlefield.

DAVID SCOTT STIEGHAN is the United States Army Infantry Branch Historian at Fort Benning, Georgia. He
has taught history at colleges in Texas, Tennessee, and Georgia and is currently the Military History Instructor for
the U.S. Army Infantry. Stieghan has worked on twenty-eight Armed Forces Radio and Television Service Military
Heritage Spots, eight shows for the History Channel, nine for the Outdoor Channel, and twenty-one for the Military
Channel as a technical advisor and Subject Matter Expert. He also served as technical advisor for the mini-series
“Truman” on HBO and “Rough Riders” on TNT.
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December 2018

Becoming America

An Exploration of American
Literature from Precolonial to
Post-Revolution
Edited by Wendy Kurant, Ph.D.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-46-5
Paperback: $49.98 | Digital: Free
8.5 x 11 | 1554 pp
American Literature
The University of North Georgia Press and Affordable Learning Georgia bring you Becoming America: An
Exploration of American Literature from Precolonial to Post-Revolution. Featuring sixty-nine authors and full texts
of their works, the selections in this open anthology represent the diverse voices in early American literature. This
completely-open anthology will connect students to the conversation of literature that is embedded in American
history and has helped shaped its culture.
Features:
• Contextualizing introductions from Pre- and Early Colonial Literature to Early American Romanticism
• Over 70 historical images
• In-depth biographies of each author
• Instructional Design, including Reading and Review Questions

WENDY KURANT teaches Early American Literature, American Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism, and
Southern Literature at the University of North Georgia (UNG). Her research interests center on new Historicism
and depictions of the South and the Civil War in Literature. She has taught at UNG since 2005.
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Principles of Managerial
Accounting
Christine Jonick, Ed.D.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-45-8
Paperback: $29.99 | Digital: Free
8.5 x 11 | 126 pp | Full Color
Business Accounting
The University of North Georgia Press and Affordable Learning Georgia bring you Principles of Financial
Accounting. Well-written and straightforward, Principles of Financial Accounting is a needed contribution to open
source pedagogy in the business education world. Written in order to directly meet the needs of her students, this
textbook developed from Dr. Christine Jonick’s years of teaching and commitment to effective pedagogy.
Features:
• Peer reviewed by academic professionals and tested by students
• Over 100 charts and graphs
• Instructional exercises appearing both in-text and for Excel
• Resources for student professional development

CHRISTINE JONICK is a professor of Accounting in the Mike Cottrell College of Business at the University of
North Georgia. She has been with UNG for more than 25 years and received the Excellence in Online Teaching
Award from UNG in 2016. Dr. Jonick serves as the chairperson of the American Accounting Association SE Member
Engagement Committee and president and board of directors member of the Georgia Association of Accounting
Educators.
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The War in the Air
H. G. Wells
Edited by Aaron Worth, Ph.D.

“An extraordinary concoction—as if H.G.
had shaken up Kipps and The War of the
Worlds and poured out a new story that
would appeal both to those who liked his
social comedies and those who had been
impressed by his early fantasies of terror.”
Norman and Jeanne Mackenzie
H.G. Wells: A Biography

ISBN: 978-1-940771-30-4
Paperback: $24.95
6 x 9 | 302 pp
Military Fiction
Nothing ever changes in Bun Hill, the simple country town where Bert Smallways lived. It’s enough that motorbicycles crowd the road and the South of England Aero Club hosts a weekly ascent. But when Mr. Alfred Butteridge
successfully flies his heavier-than-air machine from the Crystal Palace to Glasgow and back, Bert’s known-world
disappears.
By chance or fate, Bert is trapped in Butteridge’s hot air balloon, then kidnapped by a German air fleet. Led by Prince
Karl Albert, the German fleet crosses the Atlantic Ocean to launch the world’s first aerial attack against America.
Forced into their service, Bert encounters the horror of war first-hand as human civilization collapses around him.

H. G. WELLS was a British writer and historian, best remembered for his science fiction novels. He was a futurist,
with many of his works describing futuristic dystopias and utopias. His novels predicted many technological
developments, such as airplanes, space travel, and satellite television, as well as more sinister developments like
nuclear weapons and tanks. Wells’ influence on the literary world is immeasurable, and he is considered one of the
fathers of science fiction.
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Write to Serve and Protect
A Practical Guide to Writing
Better Police Reports
John Cagle

Write to Serve and Protect is a resource
every officer should have both in the
classroom and in the field.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-42-7
Paperback: $29.99
6 x 9 | 126 pp | Full Color
Criminal Justice
Write to Serve and Protect is a practical guide on police report writing for police and law enforcement officers at
all levels. This guide covers the important and often overlooked mechanics of report writing including formatting,
the use of first and third person, past and present tense, proofreading, military and civilian times, notetaking, and
much more. Readers are given a chance to hone these skills by participating with the real-world scenarios included
in this book, supplemented by audio recordings available for download on the ancillary webpage: https://ung.edu/
university-press/books/write-serve-protect.php. These scenarios include circumstances officers routinely encounter
such as thefts, burglaries, traffic stops, undercover drug buys, domestic disputes, and crime scene processing, to
name a few.
The short and to-the-point chapter format allows officers to quickly learn and practice the skills necessary to write
a thorough and effective police report. The reader can easily read Write to Serve and Protect from cover to cover, or
the reader may select specific chapters based on the information detailed in the Chapter Learning Objectives at the
beginning of each chapter.

JOHN CAGLE joined the University of North Georgia in 2014 as an adjunct professor of Criminal Justice.
Previously, he was the Chief Deputy for the Dawson County Sheriff ’s Office and a Special Agent with the Georgia
Bureau of Investigation. He is a member of the Peace Officers Association of Georgia. Cagle has over 30 years of
experience and has written more police reports than he can count.
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Brehe’s Grammar Anatomy
Steven Brehe, Ph.D.

A delight to read!

ISBN: 978-1-940771-49-6
Paperback: $14.99 | Digital: Free
6 x 9 | 224 pp | Full Color
Grammar
Brehe’s Grammar Anatomy makes grammar accessible to general and specialist readers alike. This book provides an
in-depth look at beginner grammar terms and concepts, providing clear examples with limited technical jargon.
Whether for academic or personal use, Brehe’s Grammar Anatomy is the perfect addition to any resource library.
Features:
• Practice exercises at the end of each chapter, with answers in the back of the book, to help students test and
correct their comprehension
• Full glossary and index with cross-references
• Easy-to-read language supports readers at every learning stage

STEVEN BREHE is a professor of English at the University of North Georgia. He has been with UNG for over 20
years and has taught Standard English Grammar, History of the English Language, Composition, and Professional
and Technical Writing. Dr. Brehe was a contributing author on Contribute a Verse: A Guide to First Year Composition
from the UNG Press. He is a member of the Association of Teachers of Technical Writing.
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Slides for Students

The Effective Use of Powerpoint
in Education
Gary D. Fisk, Ph.D.

An in-depth look at the ways we should
and should not be using PowerPoint in our
classrooms.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-43-4
Paperback: $39.99
6 x 9 | 308 pp
Pedagogy
300 million powerpoint presentations are given daily, yet there is a disconnect between the amazing technology of
powerpoint and a mediocre student learning experience. To unleash the full potential of powerpoint presentations,
we must do a better job of creating presentations that fit the educational needs of students. Slides for Students does
just that.
Slides for Students is an open and honest discussion about powerpoint in the classroom. A need exists for thoughtfully
designed and implemented classroom instruction that focuses on the learner rather than on the technology.
This book was written to translate academic research findings into practical suggestions about powerpoint that
educators can use. Slides for Students discusses the history of powerpoint, explores academic studies on the topic,
and demonstrates how to design slides to best suit educational needs and engage with students to avoid the dreaded
“death by powerpoint.”

GARY D. FISK is a professor of Psychology at Georgia Southwestern State University. He received his Ph.D.
in Psychology from the University of Alabama, where he studied behavioral neuroscience. His areas of specialty
include the study of how awareness emerges from the earliest stages of visual information processing in the brain
and using technology to support and encourage student learning. These technologies include instructional web
pages, Flash-based animations, online learning management systems, and PowerPoint software. In his free time, Dr.
Fisk enjoys gardening and making homebrewed beer.
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The Secret Battle
A. P. Herbert
Edited by Austin Riede, Ph.D.

“The Secret Battle should be read in each
generation, so that men and women may
rest under no illusion about what war
means, a soldier’s tale cut in stone to melt
all hearts.”
Sir Winston Churchill

ISBN: 978-1-940771-38-0
Paperback: $19.99
6 x 9 | 120 pp
Military Fiction
Originally published in 1919, The Secret Battle honestly portrays the mental horrors World War I inflicted upon
soldiers. Harry Penrose is an Oxford student who enlists in 1914. He’s hard working, modest, and dutiful but
struggles to cope with the toll of war. During the Battle of Gallipoli, Penrose seeks refuge to avoid shellfire, but
another officer sees him and accuses Penrose of desertion. Court martialed and branded a coward, Penrose is
betrayed by the very system for which he fought.
Though not autobiographical, Penrose and the narrator follow experiences of author A. P. Herbert, who fought
in the Gallipoli Campaign. Penrose’s trial is likely based on that of Sub-Lieutenant Edwin Dyett, an officer who
was court martialed and executed for desertion in 1916. Considered a literary masterpiece, The Secret Battle is an
early example of war literature, showcasing the importance of a soldier’s mind as well as his body, and deserves “a
permanent place in war literature” (Winston Churchill, from the 1988 Oxford University Press edition).

AUSTIN RIEDE is an associate professor at the University of North Georgia, specializing in British modernism.
He received his Ph.D. from the University of Illiniois at Urbana-Champaign in 2011. He has published articles on
Ford Madox Ford’s novels The Good Soldier and Parade’s End, Vera Brittain’s WWI memoir Testament of Youth, and
the elegiac wartime poetry of W.B. Yeats. His areas of expertise include British Literature, Modernism, World War I
Literature, Film, and Science Fiction.
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Austin Riede
May 2019
ISBN: TBA
$29.99

US History I
Second Edition
Sarah Mergel
June 2019
ISBN: 978-1-940771-26-7
Free Digital Download

Principles of Macroeconomic Literacy
Updated Edition
John Scott
July 2019
ISBN: 978-1-940771-18-2
$49.99

Georgia ABC’s
A Finding Milo Book
Christopher Jespersen
September 2019
ISBN: TBA
Pricing TBA

UNG Legacy Series
Book #2 - Gainesville Campus
Bonita Jacobs
Illustrated by J’Nelle Short
October 2019
ISBN: TBA
$29.99
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Forthcoming

Transatlantic Shell Shock

Recently Published

New Army Officer’s
Survival Guide
Levi J. Floeter
ISBN: 978-1-940771-40-3
$24.99

British Literature I
Bonnie J. Robinson
Laura J. Getty
ISBN: 978-1-940771-28-1
Free Digital Download

Writing and Literature
Tanya Long Bennett
ISBN: 978-1-940771-23-6
Free Digital Download
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Floods and Fires
Dan Leach
ISBN: 978-1-940771-35-9
$19.95

Turn Back Before Baghdad
Laurence Jolidon
ISBN: 978-1-940771-19-9
$24.95

The Basics of American
Government - 3rd Edition
Carl D. Cavalli
ISBN: 978-1-940771-41-0
Free Digital Download

Over the Top
Arthur Guy Empey
Edited by David Scott Stieghan
ISBN: 978-1-940771-39-7
$24.99
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The Southern
Philosopher
Edited by Allen Mendenhall
ISBN: 978-1-940771-37-3
$29.95

Targeting Discretion
Casey LaFrance
ISBN: 978-1-940771-09-0
$24.99
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British Literature

From the Middle Ages to
Neoclassicism and the Eighteenth
Century
Bonnie J. Robinson, Ph.D.
Laura J. Getty, Ph.D.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-28-1
Paperback: $90.00 | Digital: Free
8.5” x 11” | 2972 pp
British Literature
Featuring over 50 authors and full texts of their works, this anthology follows the shift of monarchic to
parliamentarian rule in Britain, and the heroic epic to the more egalitarian novel as genre.
Features:
• Original introductions to The Middle Ages; The Sixteenth Century: The Tudor Age; The Seventeenth Century: The Age of Revolution; and Neoclassicism and the Eighteenth Century
• Over 100 historical images
• Instructional Design, including Reading and Review Questions and Key Terms
• Forthcoming ancillary with open-enabled pedagogy, allowing readers to contribute to the project
BONNIE J. ROBINSON is the Director of the University of North Georgia Press and a professor of English at the
University of North Georgia. She has published scholarly works on late Victorian literature and Creative Writing
pedagogy and served on the editorial boards of Turn-of-the-Century Women, The Walter Pater Newsletter, and The
William Morris Newsletter. Dr. Robinson has won several publishing grants, including a National Endowment for
the Humanities digital start-up grant on digital publishing in the Humanities.
LAURA J. GETTY is a professor of English at the University of North Georgia. She received her Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature at The Pennsylvania State University, and her areas of specialization are medieval literature,
world literature, and mythology. Dr. Getty was the editor-in-chief of Compact Anthology of World Literature and a
contributing editor for World Literature I: Beginnings to 1650, both with the UNG Press.
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New Army Officer’s
Survival Guide

Cadet to Commission through
Command
Levi J. Floeter

[New Army Officer’s Guide] is a blueprint to
becoming a leader.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-40-3
Paperback: $24.99
5 x 8 | 330 pp
Military
The New Army Officer’s Survival Guide: Cadet to Commission through Command is the advice-equivalent to a double
espresso for junior Army officers; it’s simple, it doesn’t take long to get through, and it provides results. Floeter’s
crisp and clear writing style answers many of the questions and concerns that cadets and junior officers have as they
enter a career in the U.S. Army, making this book a great complement current to Army doctrine and regulations.
Combining dozens of resources into a single and easily readable volume a cadet or junior officer can carry
with them, the New Army Officer’s Survival Guide aids junior officers’ success by blending in Floeter’s first-hand
experiences from over forty-one months in two separate Company Commands to personally advise and cover
many lessons that most officers learn the hard way.

LEVI J. FLOETER, following in his father’s footsteps (RET Air Force) into a military career, commissioned as an
Army Infantry Officer from Eastern Washington University in 2008. Almost immediately after graduating Airborne
and Infantry School at Fort Benning, Floeter received orders to deploy as a Platoon Leader in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom from October 2009–July 2010. Since then, Floeter has held various positions as a Company
X.O., Battalion Operations Assistant, Company Commander (on two occasions), and most recently serves as an
ROTC instructor in the Military Science Program at the University of Washington. CPT. Floeter is married and is
the father to one daughter.
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January 2018

Writing and Literature

Composition as Inquiry, Learning,
Thinking, and Communication
Tanya Long Bennett, Ph.D.

ISBN: 978-1-940771-23-6
Paperback: $29.99 | Digital: Free
6 x 9 | 282 pp
Composition
In the age of Buzzfeeds, hashtags, and Tweets, students are increasingly favoring conversational writing and regarding academic writing as less pertinent in their personal lives, education, and future careers. Writing and Literature:
Composition as Inquiry, Learning, Thinking and Communication connects students with works and exercises and
promotes student learning that is kairotic and constructive. Dr. Tanya Long Bennett, professor of English at the
University of North Georgia, poses questions that encourage active rather than passive learning. Furthering ideas
presented in Contribute a Verse: A Guide to First-Year Composition as a complimentary companion, Writing and
Literature builds a new conversation covering various genres of literature and writing. Students learn the various
writing styles appropriate for analyzing, addressing, and critiquing these genres including poetry, novels, dramas,
and research writing. The text and its pairing of helpful visual aids throughout emphasizes the importance of critical reading and analysis in producing a successful composition. Writing and Literature is a refreshing textbook that
links learning, literature, and life.
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Floods and Fires
Dan Leach

“A beautifully-written, soul-shaking collection.”
George Singleton

“Dan Leach’s debut collection of stories, Floods
and Fires, heralds an exciting new voice in
Southern fiction. Everything a reader could
ask—fine writing, zany plots, and characters
that strut off the page—is given generously in
this collection.”
Dale Ray Phillips, author of My People’s Waltz

ISBN: 978-1-940771-35-9
Paperback: $19.95
6 x 9 | 156 pp
Short Story Collection

Floods and Fires, the first collection of stories by Dan Leach, tests Marilynne Robinson’s assertion that “Families will
not be broken.” In the title story, a father harbors his fugitive son from the town bully-turned-sheriff and meditates
on suffering in small towns. In “Everything Must Go,” an estranged husband spots his ex-wife’s belongings at a garage
sale and grapples with an onset of paranoia. In “Transportation,” a trailer park outcast uses wild acts of imagination
to transcend his bleak existance. Wrestling against limitations that are Southern in aesthetic but universal in nature,
the characters in Floods and Fires seek redemption in the face of hard times. Quirky, outlandish, but in the end
emotionally poignant, Dan Leach’s stories follow imperfect people struggling against their circumstances, their
histories, and, most importantly, themselves.

DAN LEACH’s stories have appeared in various literary journals and magazines, including The Greensboro Review,
The New Madrid Review, and Appalachian Heritage. Born and raised in upstate South Carolina, he graduated
from Clemson University in 2008 and has taught English in various schools across the state. He currently lives in
Greenville with his wife and three children.
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August 2017

The Basics of
American Government
Third Edition
Carl D. Cavalli, Ph.D.

“I highly encourage everyone to purchase
this textbook as it is well written, organized,
and an easy read.”
Chesnee Giraldo, UNG student

Contributors
ISBN: 978-1-940771-41-0

Maria J. Albo
Ross C. Alexander
Carl D. Cavalli
Barry D. Friedman
Craig B. Greathouse

Paperback: $27.99 | Digital: Free
6 x 9 | 470 pp
Political Science

Jonathan S. Miner
Brian M. Murphy
K. Michael Reese
Charles H. “Trey” Wilson III
Mary Catherine Olive

Newly revised, The Basics of American Government offers a comprehensive overview of the American political system for students taking introductory courses in American national government and combines the best aspects of
both a traditional textbook and a reader. The Basics of American Government is a collaborative effort among eight
current and one former faculty members in the Department of Political Science & Criminal Justice at the University
of North Georgia. Most of its chapters offer a piece of original scholarship as a case study bolstering the material in
the chapter. Additionally, most chapters present a civic engagement-type exercise and discussion questions that are
challenging and engaging, and help foster student participation in the political system. The purpose of this book
is to offer a no-frills, low-cost, yet comprehensive overview of the American political system for students taking
introductory courses in American national government.

CARL D. CAVALLI is a professor of Political Science at the University of North Georgia.
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The Southern Philosopher
Collected Essay of
John William Corrington
Edited by Allen Mendenhall

“Allen Mendenhall’s tribute to Corrington is
the next best thing to Resurrection this side
of eternity.”
Richard Bishirjian

“This book is a rediscovery: Corrington is a
fascinating figure in Southern letters, popular
culture, and philosophical conservatism.
Allen Mendenhall has done yeoman’s service
in bringing these essays back to light.”
Daniel McCarthy, The American Conservative

ISBN: 978-1-940771-37-4
Paperback: $29.95
6 x 9 | 360 pp
Essays

John William Corrington, once dubbed a “Southern Man of Letters,” is mostly known for his fiction, poetry, and
screenplays. Having achieved fame for writing the screenplays for The Battle for the Planet of the Apes, Boxcar Bertha, Omega Man, and other films, Corrington also wrote philosophical, literary, and jurisprudential essays that are
often overlooked. Corrington turned to screenwriting because he needed money, but the enormity of his intellect
is evident in his essays. Corrington wrote about such wide-ranging issues as his beloved South, the humanities, law,
jurisprudence, Gnosticism, and Eric Voegelin. Corrington is the most extraordinary “undiscovered” Southern philosopher never to have received the sustained attention he deserves. This book is the first to recover the profound
and complex essays of this complicated man. It contains essays and lectures never before collected, and some have
never been published. This edition is an indispensable introduction to Corrington’s philosophy.

ALLEN MENDENHALL is associate dean and executive director of the Blackstone & Burke Center for Law &
Liberty at Faulkner University Thomas Goode Jones School of Law. He holds a J.D. from West Virginia University,
LL.M. in transnational law from Temple University Beasley School of Law and Ph.D. in English from Auburn
University. He edits the Southern Literary Review and has authored hundreds of publications in law reviews,
peer-reviewed journals, magazines, newspapers, literary periodicals, and encyclopedias. His other books include
Literature and Liberty (2014) and Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., Pragmatism, and the Jurisprudence of Agon (2017). He
lives in Auburn, Alabama, with his wife and two children.
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Turn Back Before Baghdad
Original Frontline Dispatches of
the Gulf War by American and
British Correspondents
Laurence Jolidon

ISBN: 978-1-940771-19-9

“This book is indispensable for any historian
of the first Iraq War, or for any interested
reader who is curious about how the press
really covered the war.”

Paperback: $24.95
6 x 9 | 564 pp
Military History
In the early morning hours of January 12, 1991, telephones rang in the rooms of a dozen or so newspaper and
wire service reporters at the Dhahran International, the Meridian, and other hotels in Eastern Saudi Arabia. War
with the regime of Saddam Hussein over the oil province of Kuwait had become inevitable. The calls, telling the
reporters to grab their gear and meet military public affairs officers in hotel lobbies, triggered the first media pools
dispatched to cover Operation Desert Storm. For both the military and journalists, the pool system was viewed with
misgivings. It was seen by many on both sides as the best of several bad options for reporting the coming war to the
American people and the world.
Historians and casual readers will find here vivid texture of that unique time, the atmospherics of an era already fading
from the American consciousness of MREs and Yellow Ribbons and all the attendant color and drama of American
and British expeditionary troops in their hundreds of thousands transported to the exotic wastes of Arabia. Jolidon’s
work captures an important moment that will be studied by historians who examine the role of the media in wartime,
and relations between the military and civilian reporters. Whatever history’s final judgment on the utility of the pool
system, it is undeniable that the relationship between the Pentagon and the press has not been the same since.
LAURENCE JOLIDON passed away in August 2002, yet his legacy as an outstanding war reporter continues to
influence the world of journalism. He served as a war correspondent on the ground during the Persian Gulf Wars.
Before his death, he was the spokesperson for the NATO Peace Stabilization Force. He is also known for his book
Last Seen Alive: The Search for Missing POWs from the Korean War, first published under his imprint Ink-Slinger
Press in 1995.
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Over the Top
Arthur Guy Empey
Edited by David Scott Stieghan

“Empey’s Over the Top is a valuable read.
With wry humor, this American turned
British soldier relates in engaging fashion a
tale otherwise filled with horror and gore,
humanizing the troops in a way that takes
the reader along for their terrible experience.
Empey’s original work and Steighan’s
editorial additions are an accessible way
for the reader to better understand this
‘Great War’ which yet impacts our lives and
for which we now observe the centennial.”
Thomas H. Jackson, Jr., Executive Director,
Georgia World War I Centennial Commission

ISBN: 978-1-940771-39-7
Paperback: $24.99
6 x 9 | 200 pp
Military History

Over the Top was the only contemporary source written by an actual American participant in the war while the
fighting took place. Hot off the press just as American troops were gearing up for war, this best-selling book provided a rare glimpse into the life of the common soldier in World War I. An overnight sensation, Empey’s candid
and readable style made this book a “must read” book of its time. Here, almost 100 years later, we hope that modern
readers will enjoy Over the Top as much as did the original audience.
Over the Top follows an American as he experiences and copes with training and combat alongside common British
soldiers, “Tommy Atkins.” This new edition edited by David Scott Stieghan, US Army Infantry Branch historian,
includes both original and new photographs and illustrations. The introduction acquaints readers with the original author, providing new insights into the man Empey was and his motivation for writing Over the Top. Stieghan
contextualizes the historical setting and environment of the front line; he also annotates for the modern reader
outdated terms and phrases.

DAVID SCOTT STIEGHAN is the United States Army Infantry Branch Historian at Fort Benning, Georgia. He
has taught history at colleges in Texas, Tennessee, and Georgia and is currently the Military History Instructor for
the U.S. Army Infantry. Stieghan has worked on twenty-eight Armed Forces Radio and Television Service Military
Heritage Spots, eight shows for the History Channel, nine for the Outdoor Channel, and twenty-one for the Military
Channel as a technical advisor and Subject Matter Expert since 1999. He also served as technical advisor for the
mini-series “Truman” on HBO and the mini-series “Rough Riders” on TNT.
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Targeting Discretion

A Guide for Command Staff,
Frontline Officers, and Students
Casey LaFrance, Ph.D

“Targeting Discretion helps de-mystify the
communication disconnect that leads to that
disparity, and is a valuable tool in bringing
each view closer in line with the other.”
Israel D. Segers, Assistant Chief, Alto Georgia Police Department

ISBN: 978-1-940771-09-0
Paperback: $24.99
6 x 9 | 168 pp
Criminal Justice

“LaFrance delivers a new way to think about
discretion. . . managers will find it useful for
enhancing communication between rank
levels in police organizations.”
Paul F. Day, Detective, Virginia Beach, VA Police (Retired)

Dr. Casey LaFrance’s Targeting Discretion: A Guide for Command Staff, Front Line Officers, and Students, introduces
his Target Model which is intended to be utilized when addressing the multifaceted nature of discretion in the
police force. The Target Model is designed to be used in practical, real life situations in law enforcement as well
as by scholars who wish to analyze which factors influence staff and officers most when implementing discretion.
Based on extensive consultations with police agencies paired with the application of the Target Model, Dr. LaFrance
wrote Targeting Discretion to help identify and improve communication issues between rank levels in each agency.
Complimenting the Target Model, the book also offers step by step instructions, hypothetical scenarios for critical
thinking exercises, and statistical information as useful resources. Whether it is used inside or outside of the
classroom, Dr. LaFrance’s book is a beneficial resource for individuals seeking a refreshing outlook and study on
discretion within the police force.

DR. CASEY LAFRANCE is an associate professor of Political Science at Western Illinois University. His research
focuses on local law enforcement decision-making, particularly among county sheriffs and municipal police chiefs.
When he is not adventuring with his family, Dr. LaFrance continues to research discretionary decision-making in
law enforcement.
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The Quiet Soldier: Phuong’s
Story
Creina Mansfield
ISBN: 978-1-940771-12-0
Paperback: $19.95

Monographs &
Nonfiction
Bombay in the Age of Disco: City,
Community, Life
Tinaz Pavri, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-17-5
Paperback: $24.95

“I have been so many people”: A
Study of Lee Smith’s Novels
Tanya Long Bennett, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-9400771-07-6
Hardback: $29.95

The Use of Color in History,
Politics, and Art
Edited by Sungshin Kim, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-08-3
Paperback: $29.99

Traveler’s Rest and the Tugaloo
Crossroads
Robert Eldridge Bouwman, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-14-4
Hardback: $24.95

Travels in Greeneland: The
Cinema of Graham Greene,
Fourth Edition
Quentin Falk
ISBN: 978-0-940771-13-7
Paperback: $24.95

Compact Anthology of World
Literature
Laura Getty, Ph.D., and Kyounghye Kwon,
Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-22-9
Price: $75.00 | Digital: Free

Contribute a Verse: An
Introduction to First Year
Composition
Edited by Tanya Long Bennett, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-21-2
Paperback: $29.99 | Digital: Free

Introduction to Art: Design,
Context, and Meaning
Edited by Pamela J. Sachant, Ph.D.
ISBN: 978-1-940771-29-8
Paper: $29.99 | Digital: Free

Laboratory Manual for
Introductory Geology
ISBN: 978-1-940771-36-6
Paperback: $34.99 | Digital: Free

Understanding Music: Past and
Present
ISBN: 978-1-940771-33-5
Paperback: $39.10 | Digital: Free

World History: Cultures, States,
and Societies to 1500
ISBN: 978-1-940771-10-6
Paperback: $29.99 | Digital: Free

World Literature I: Beginnings
to 1650
ISBN: 978-1-940771-32-8
Paperback: $75.00 | Digital: Free

Writing the Nation: A Concise
Introduction to American
Literature 1865 to Present
ISBN: 978-1-940771-34-2
Paperback: $60.00 | Digital: Free
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